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Bhedaghat-Best tourist destination in Jabalpur
The Jabalpur city is famous as a name of white marble city due to worldwide prominent destination Bhedaghat.
The Jabalpur city is famous as a name of white marble city due to worldwide prominent destination Bhedaghat. The
bhedaghat is the marble rocks place and known for iconic waterfall dhuandhar in the Jabalpur, which provides its
fabulous and beautiful scene at every moment. From all over the world millions of people come every year to see
this beautiful place. If a person comes to visit India and never see the Bhedaghat that means his/her tour is
incomplete without visiting it. For a better stay of visitors there are lots of amazing hotels in bhedaghat Jabalpur.
The dhuandhar waterfall in Bhedaghat is the place where river Narmada plugged into deep chasm surrounded by
huge marble rocks. This waterfall makes a roaring sound when it takes the plunge that can be heard from the
distance. The dhunadhar is the hindi words, which exact mean is smoking water in ﬂow. In dhuandhar waterfall,
you can enjoy the thin drops of water pouring over you with awesome look of the fall. The dhuandhar waterfall is
divided into two parts to visit and via ropeway you can go one side to another side. The witness of the place is the
amazing experience of everyone.
In the entrance of the dhunadhar waterfall you will get lots of small shops of accessories and items, where you
can’t control yourself to buy, especially the women. Here you will get maximum things that are made by marble
like marble statues of Goddesses, God and others, marble turtles, vases, stone or marble made ornaments, colorful
stones etc. The most famous thing in dhuandhar that people love to buy is their name decorated on marble design
in various form. The cable car/ropeway is the best way to visit waterfall beautifully.
The Nauka Vihar (boating ride) is one of the most highlights of Bhedaghat. From the panchvati you can take the
advantage of Nauka Vihar (boating ride). The Panchvati is on the walking distance from dhunadhar. In 45 minutes
of boating ride, you can get very close to the marble rocks and can also take the experience of the diﬀerent shades
and the colors of marble rocks in diﬀerent sun light. During Nauka Vihar you will also able to see “Bunder Kudni”
that is a splendid spot of the Bhedaghat.
There are numerous tourist attractions around the bhedaghat including Chausath Yogini, Panchavati, Bunder
Kudni, Dhuandhar waterfall and others that exist at the walk able distance from the Bhedaghat. The Chausath
Yogini temple is on the peak of the hill. There are hundreds of stairs to reach that place. It’s a highly devotional
and very old temple. The 64 miniature shrines of goddesses surrounded in the temple, therefore its name is
Chausath Yougini temple. It means 64 shrines of goddesses.
Nearby Bhedaghat, there is a very famous hotel called hotel marble city, which oﬀers full modern facilities to the
visitors. It also provides pick and drop services to the station. Here the visitor can stay and enjoy the services for
full visit of Bhedaghat. Whenever I go to the Jabalpur, I always choose hotel marble city to stay. This is the best
hotel in Jabalpur. From where, I always take advantages to full visit of Bhedaghat.
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